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The performanceof an ultrasonic flaw detectionsystemis valued by the successof
differentiatingthe flaw echoesfrom those echoesscatteredby microstructures (e.g., grains in
polycrystallinemetals). Microstructure noise (clutter) is stationary and will only vary when
the frequencyofthe ultrasonic beam is changed.In this paper,frequencydiverse
microstructure information is obtained through the split-spectrumprocessingof broadband
ultrasonic backscattered echoes.The statistical difference between clutter and flaw echoesover
different frequencybands has led to the developmentofa Bayesclassifierthat is quadratic and
can incorporate the correlation propertiesofscattered echoes.The performanceofthe Bayes
classifierhas beenexaminedfor both experimentaland computer simulateddata, and
compared to other commonly used techniquessuch as mean, minimum, median, and polarity
detectors.The Bayesclassifiershows superior performance,and the flaw-to-clutter visibility
has beenimproved in the range of 5-15 dB when the measuredflaw-to-clutter ratio is 0 dB or
Iess.Theseresultsconfirm the feasibility ofgrain noisesuppressionby frequencydiversity with
a subsequentstatisticalprocessorfor flaw detection.

PACSnumbers:43.40.Le

INTRODUCTION
Defect detection by ultrasonic techniques has been
proven to be an effectivemeansto assurethe quality of materials nondestructively.However, the performanceof ultrasound is limited when the levelof echoesfrom the surrounding unwanted reflectors (e.g., grains in polycrystalline
metals) is comparableto or larger than that of the defect
signal ( i.e., target to clutter ratio is lessthan 0 dB ) . Existing
conventionaltechniques,suchas averaging,are only capable
of removing time-varying echoesand are ineffectivewhen
the clutter is time invariant or coherentin nature. Frequency
diversity based on shifting the frequency of the transducer
can decorrelate coherent noise and proper postdetection
processing will result in flaw-to-clutter ratio enhancement.l{
A practical method in implementing frequencydiversity is by transmitting a broadband echo through the materials
and bandpass filtering the received echoesover many subbands of frequencies.r'' Since the microstructure in the detection cell consistsof many unresolvedand randomly distributed reflectors, the detected echoesexhibit randomness
in amplitude and are sensitiveto shifts in the transmitted
frequency. In contrast, flaws are often larger in size and are
lessvulnerableto variation in the transmitted frequency.In
general, flaw echoesexhibit different scattering distributions
as a function of frequency when compared with microstructure scattering. Therefore, at any given time, the outputs of
bandpassfilters can be representedas a random feature vector that contains information related to flaw and microstructure echoes.The statistical approach for flaw detection, utilizing the statistical properties of this feature vector, is to
designflaw detectionalgorithms.
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In recentyears,statisticalmethodshavebeenusedfor
ultrasonicflaw detectionand improvedultrasonicmedical
imaging.3-ro
In particular,minimumdetectionandpolarity
thresholdinghavebeenstudiedextensively
and havebeen
shown to be effectivefor flaw detectionin metals.3'a
A
suboptimalflaw detectionalgorithm,usingflaw and microstructurescatteringmodels,hasbeenappliedto a circular
crackin a plastictestspecimen.5-8
In medicalimagingrelatedto breasttissueclassificatibn,
ultrasoundhasbeenusedto
generatea largesetof potentiallyusefulfeaturessensitiveto
benignand malignanttumors.e'ro
In thispaper,we focuson the useofthe Bayesclassifier
designedfor flaw detectionand microstructurenoisediscriminationbasedon informationcollectedfrom the output
of bandpassfiltersof the split-spectrum
processor(SSP).
The performanceof the Bayesclassifieris examinedusing
both computersimulationand experimentalresults.
I. THEORYOF OPTIMALDETECTION
The performanceof all ultrasonicflaw detectionsystemsis limited by the presenceof microstructurenoise.Althoughthe systemoutput signalcontainsinformationrelated to flaw structure, this information is often maskedby
unwantedechoescausedby microstructurescattering.Since
the output signalsfrom the bandpassfiltersofthe split-spectrum processorrepresentinformation relatedto the microstructureor flaw,in principle,it shouldbepossibleto extract
the flaw echofrom thoserandom,unwantedreflectingclutter echoes(i.e.,microstructure
noise).
An effectivemethodof obtainingfrequencydiverseinformationis throughsplitting the spectrumof broadband
echoesFiguresI and2 summarizethe stepsinvolvedin the
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power spectrumamplitude of the receivedechoesis not uniformly distributed, we usea set of weighting coefficiertS@1r
a2,...,e4, in order to obtain the equally poweredoutput signals. Then, the weighted, filtered outputs are passedto the
Bayesclassifierfor optimal detection.The entire split-spectrum Bayesclassificationprocedureis illustrated in Fig. 2.
The design of the ultrasonic statistical flaw detection
systeminvolvesfeature selectionand the formation of a discriminant function. The feature vector at any given time /
can be representedas
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wherez, : ri?) and is the fth filter's output signalafternormalization,and K is the total number of bandpassfilters used
in the split-spectrumtechnique.The designof the discriminant function can be accomplishedwith the Bayesdecision
rule which is optimum in the senseof minimizing the probability of error.rr The Bayes classifierin the flaw detection
problem is concernedwith the following hypothesesat a specific time l,:
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f/o: Flaw plus clutter echoes,
/1,: Clutter echoes.
Using the abovehypothesis,the criterion for decisionmaking can be representedby
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FIG. l. Split-spectrumprocessing( SSP) technique;(a) an ultrasonicbackscatteredmicrostructure signal, (b) broadbandspectrum ofthe signal,and
(c) split-spectrumwindows.

frequencydiverseBayesflaw detectionsystem.Figure 1(a)
and ( b ) presentsan example of a broadband grain signal and
its power spectrum. Figure l(c) displays graphically the
split-spectrumschemesusing Gaussianwindows. Since the

where /oo (Z) is the likelihood ratio which servesas the discriminant function for classification,P(I1o ) is the probability of the presenceof flaw, P(Ht) is the probability of the
absenceof flaw, andP(Ht)/P(Ho) is the detectionthreshold. The term p(Z /Hs) is the probability density function
of flaw-plus-clutterechoes,andp(Z /Hr ) is the probability
density function ofthe clutter echoes.
A major barrier faced in the design of the discriminant
function is the estimationof the a priori probability density
function of each class.We examined the histogram of the
echoesat the output of each bandpass filter, and they were
found to be Gaussian in shapewith reasonableaccuracy (see
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FIG. 2. The block diagram of the split-spectrum Bayes flaw detector.
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Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, we have observedthat an insignificant
correlation exists among the elements of feature vectors.
This has led to the assumption that the features from bandpass filters are jointly normal with different mean vectors
and covariancematrices.Hence,thea prioriprobability density function of the feature vector becomes
t/2
P(Z,M;,2i1 : Q/2n)K/21;.1-

x e x p [- i Q - M , ) D , ' ( z - M , ) f ;
(4)
i:0, or l,
where M,is the mean vector and ), is the covariancematrix
for the hypothesesHo or Hr, which can be representedas
follows:
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sifier can be evaluated for different flaw-to-clutter ratios.
The pseudo-cluttersignalis generatedby superimposing512
Gaussianshapeechoeswith Gaussian-distributedamplitude
at the uniformly distributed positions. These Gaussian echoes have a 5-MHz center frequencyand a bandwidth of 2.5
MHz. The sampling rate for the simulated signal is 200
MHz. After the superposition of all returned echoes,the signal is normalized between I and - l. The flaw echo was
simulatedby one singleGaussianecho with a desiredamplitude such that the ratio ofthe flaw echo to the largestpossible clutter echo has a ratio lessthan or equal to unity Ii.e.,
flaw-to-clutter (F/C) ratio is about 0 dBl. Finally, superimposingthe pseudocluttersignaland the flaw echoat a known
flaw location resultsin the simulated signal.The split-spectrum processorwas implementedin frequencyby using a set
of bandpassfilters having a Gaussianspectrum.
To estimatethe statisticalparametersof the featurevector for the probability density function, we usethe following
I I'12
estimates:
l
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For a normaldistributedfeaturevector,it is more convenient to write the discriminantfunction in the log form,
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wheren is thetimeindex,i is theclassindex,Tor / is thefilter
: -j[(z-M)r>;'(z-M))
indexand r'/ is the total numberof observedsamples.These
+ t [ ( z - M ) r y , ' ( z - M , ) ]+ t l n (l > o l l l l r l ) . statisticalparametersfor themeanvectorM, andcovariance
(7)

Theaboveequationis a second-order
discriminantfunction.
With the assumptionthat the hypotheses
llo and H, are
equallyprobable,the finaldecisionrule is achievedby
lnQ"o(Z)>0-Ilo, lnS"r(Z)a0-11'.

(8)

It is importantto point out that the hypotheses
I/o andI/,
maynotbeequallyprobableandthethresholdvaluemaynot
be a zero.In practice,carefulexaminationof the discriminantfunctionwill revealthe optimalvaluefor thresholdselection.

matrix ), are estimatedusingsimulatedclutter and flaw
echoes.Oncetheseparametersareobtained,the classifieris
designedandtestedwith differentclutter signalpatternsand
flaw-to-clutter
ratios.An exampleof the outputsignalfrom
in Fig. 4. The top
the Bayesdetectionsystemis presented
dataand the lower trace
traceis the measured,unprocessed
is the plot of the discriminantfunction.As shownin this
figure,thediscriminantfunctionclearlyshowstheflawposition and makesdetectionpossible.

AND DISCUSSION
II. COMPUTER
SIMULATION
The purposeof computersimulationis to form a pseudocluttersignalsuchthat the performanceofthe Bayesclas-
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FIG. 3. An exampleof SSPfilter output amplitude histogram.
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FIG. 4. An example of processedsimulated output signal using Bayes flaw
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To observethe effectofprocessedresultson the flaw-toclutter (F/C) ratio, we use a window around a predicted
position of flaws with the length of 0.6ps (this width representsapproximately three periods). Then, the flaw-to-clutter ratios are obtainedby finding the ratio ofthe largestpeak
inside and outside the window. In the design of the Bayes
classifier,careful evaluation of the split-spectrum parameters are necessary.In this study, we have examined these
parametersin relation to correlation propertiesof the filter
output. Increasing the number of bandpassfilters will irnprove the performanceof the Bayesclassifier.This improvement is only possibleto a certain extent when there is an
insignificantcorrelation from band to band. Sincethe transmitted echoescover only a finite band of frequency,a finite
number of filters can be usedfor splitting the spectrum.We
examinedthe correlation matrices of the clutter signal with
and without flaws, and it has beenobservedthat the output
ofthe adjacentfrequencybandsare partially correlated.This
correlation will increaseif the nurnber of filters is increased
when the total frequency range coveredby the filter banks
remain unchanged. Increasing the number of frequency
band demandshigher computational time at slightly better,
or sometimesno improvement, at the detector output. On
the other hand, if the number of filters is too small, such that
the filter bank cannot effectivelycover the entire signalband,
it will definitelylosesomeinformation relatedto clutter and
flaw, and inevitably degradethe Bayesflaw detectionperformance. Figure 5 shows the comparison of Bayesdetection
performance via the number of filters. Figure 5(b)-5(d)
showsthe processedresultsusinga filter bank with 18,9, and
5 filters, respectively.In this filter design, the frequency
range was from G-14 MHz, with a 3-dB bandwidth of each
filter is I MHz. lncreasingthe number of filters from 5 to I 8
increasesthe number ofobservations,but, on the other hand,
the correlations among the observationsincreaseas well.
Consequently,the performanceof the discriminant function
improvesgradually.In this case,Fig. 5(c) (when K:9,
F/C:20.80) is significantlybetter than Fig. 5(d) (when
However, doubling the number of
F/C:2.42).
K:5,
filters from 9 to 18 (when K:18, F/C:24.44) did not
show much improvement in the processedoutput Icompare
Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) l.
For a given number of filters in a filter bank, the bandwidth of each bandpassfilter is kept to be the same,and this
determines the degree of overlap in each frequency band.
Large overlap introduces too much correlation into the outputs ofthe filter bank, and as a result, the sensitivityofclutter noise to the different frequency bands will be reduced,
and consequently,the ability to detect flaw will be limited. If
the overlap is small, or nonexistent (i.e., filter bandwidth is
small compared to the step betweenthe frequencybands),
the correlation among the filters can be reduced to the very
low level of a few percents. Improvement in the reduction of
correlation is at the expenseofreducing the number ofobservation bands that afects the detecting performance adversely. A comparison of the Bayes flaw detection via different
bandwidths of filters is presentedin Fig. 6. As shown in this
figure, by increasing the bandwidth of the filters from I MHz
IFig.6(b)] to 2 MHz IFig. 6(c)], the performanceof the
203i'
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FIG. 5. A comparisonof Bayesflaw detectorperformancevia different
numberof filten (r() in SSP;(a) originalsignal,(b) K: 18,(c) K:9,
a n d( d ) K : 5 .
Bayes detection is almost the same. However, by increasing
the bandwidth, the width of output pulse will decrease,
hence making detection more accurate.

The choiceoffrequencyrangeis a crucialfactorin the
performanceof the Bayesdetectionalgorithm.In detection

= 2MHz
FIG. 6. A comparisonof Bayesflaw detectorperformancevia different
bandwidthof SSP;(a) originalsignal,(b) BW : I MHz, and (c) BW : 2
MHz.
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process,it is sensibleto include thosefrequencyrangeswith
a higher F/C ratio. In our previous investigation,t''to *e
found that the flaw echohas information mostly in the lower
end ofspectrum comparedto clutter signal.Therefore,care
must be taken to examineeach frequencyband using a calibration specimenprior to the applicationof the Bayesclassifier. In order to demonstratethe importanceof the frequency
bands with a high F/C ratio, we have examinedseveralfrequency bands for flaw detection. Figure 7 shows the processedoutput for two different starting frequencies.Although the frequency range and the number of bandpass
filters are the same,Fig. 7(c) has better performancethan
Fig. 7(b) sinceit coversthe range of frequencywhere flawto-clutter ratio is the highest for the samenumber of filters.
tII. COMPARISONOF FREQUENCYDIVERSEFLAW
DETECTIONALGORITHMS
In this study, the Bayes classifierhas been compared
with other recently proposed frequency diverse flaw enhancementtechniquessuch as averaging,the median detector, the minimization methods, and polarity thresholding.r-3't:-teThe mathematicalexpressionsof these techniquesare as follows:
Average detector:

o u t p u ts i g n adl :^ " ( t ^ ) : + f

K i7r

f,(t,)l;

(11)

Median detector:
Output signal:

0 - . d ( t , ) : m e d i a n rI , ( t " ) 1 ,i : 1 , 2 , . . . ,fK
;
Minimumdetector:

fr(t,),
60,G,):l

if r,(t,)>0 or rj(t,)<0
foralli:1,2,...,K

(14)

otherwise,
10,
where t" are discretetime instantswith n : 1,2,...,N.
The computer simulationswere performedusing signals
with different clutter patterns and flaw positions. Furthermore, to best evaluatethe performanceof flaw detectionalgorithms, it hasbeenassumedthat the flaw signalcoversthe
samefrequencyband as backgroundgrain echoes,although
in certain experimental situations, flaw echoesmay show
different frequencycontent. Ifa flaw signalis presentin certain frequencybands, this implies that for those frequency
bands,a high flaw-to-clutterratio exists.Consequently,simple bandpassfiltering will improve the flaw visibility.'a In
addition, the application of any flaw enhancementalgorithms will result in a satisfactoryperformance.
An example of the output signal using the above processingtechniquesappliedto a simulatedmicrostructuresignal is shown in Fig. 8, This result showsthat the Bayesflaw
detector out performs other detectors. Since the performance of flaw enhancementalgorithms is generallydependent on the clutter pattern, we have simulated a number of
clutter signalswith the samestatisticalproperties.Furthermore, to achievea more realisticpicture of the performance,
we havecomparedthe Bayesclassifierwith other flaw detection algorithms mentioned above.All flaw detection algorithms are examined using the same simulated signals,and
the processedresults are presentedin Table I. This table
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FlG. 8. A comparison of various signal processing outputs for a simulated
microstructure signal; (a) original signal, (b) Bayes flaw detector, (c)
averagedelector, (d) median detector, (e) minimum detector,and (f) polarity detector.
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TABLE I. Flaw/clutter ratio enhancement of various processingtechniques using simulated signals.
Trial
No.

I
2
3
5
6
1
8
9
10
ll
t2
l3
t4
t5
l6
17
l8
l9

Mean
SD

Bayes
detector
1A)

4.40
o-l/

10.83
t.79
3.82
3 .l 9
6.09
7.49
7 . 88
J.J+

4.86
7.54
8.04
7.99
7.98
8.41
3.28
2.68
3.25
s.57
2.49

Average
detector

1.07
l.J /

1.21
1.03
1.08
L57
1.06
1.02
1.06
o.97
1.59
1.07
1.04
1.02

l.oo
1.05
1.06
1.08
1.04
t.o2

Median
detector

Minimum
detector

Polarity
detector

1.09
L34
1.82
1.22
1.56
1.46
0.97
L05
1.08
l.0l
1 . 5I
1.28
1.24
1.08
1 .1 9

2.39
1.80
2.20
3.24

o.42
0.98
0.93
0.56
0.39
0.82
0.20
0.29
0 .l 3
o.29
0.68
0.28

I 17

1 . s7
1.96
2.20
2.20
2.t9

0 .l 9
o.24
0.31
0.19
0 . 1I
0 . ll
0.03

2.03
0.45

0.36
o.27

1 aA

1.20
1.08
1.07

1 l?

|,zJ

0 .l 7

0.21

l.lJ

1.60

63
36
27
99
45
l.8l
1.83
2.08
l.))

o.z2

presentsthe flaw-to-clutter ratio enhancementresults from
20 independentsimulationswhere the flaw echoeswere embedded in different locations. The means and standard deviation (SD) for edch technique,i.e., Bayesdetector, average
detector, polarity thresholding, minimum and median detectors, is listed at the bottom of the table. A total of nine
bandpass filters with a2-MHz bandwidth, ranging from G14 MHz at frequencystep I .6 MHz, havebeenusedfor splitting the spectrumof returned echoes.For all simulateddata,
the input flaw-to-clutterratio is kept closeto unity where the
flaw echo is not recognizableby a direct visual inspectionof
the backscattered signal. It is evident that the performance
of the Bayes detector is superior when compared to other
flaw detectionalgorithms. The averagingmethod, and minimum or median detectorsprovide only moderateimprovement. The performance of polarity thresholding is unacceptable. This poor performance results from the fact that the
method demandsa changein the polarity of clutter echoes,
but no changeofpolarity for flaw signals.In ultrasonic detection, polarity thresholding only works when the F/C is
high16'rEand, under this condition, many techniquessuch as
a simple threshold detection will be equally as effective.
The performanceof averagingtechniques,and the minimum or median {etector are highly dependenton the amplitude distribution function of returned echoes.Our previous
analysisofthesetechniquesindicatesthat thesedetectorsare
suboptimal and only perform well when certain conditions
As shown in Table l,F/C enhancement
are satisfied.re'2o
is 5.57, while other detectorscan
Bayes
detector
using the
up
to twice. It should be noted that
only improve detection
performance
is alsosignificantlylarger
the varianceof Bayes
than other detectors.This observationsuggeststhat the per2039
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formance of the Bayesdetector is more sensitiveto the parametersof the ssP or clutter patterns.

IV. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
This experiment was conducted using steel specimens
with an averagegrain size about 50 pm and a Panametric
transducer with a 6.22-MHz center frequency and a 3-dB
bandwidth of 2.75 MHz. Flaws are formed by drilling two
different flat-bottom holes,one with a 1.5-mmdiameterand
2.5-cm depth and the other with a 2.0-mm diameter and lcm depth into the specimen.The complex flaw structure is
formed by drilling two adjacent holes with 1.5-mm diameters, 2.5-cm depths,and a mutual distanceabout 3 mm into
the specimen.The ultrasonic measurementswere accomplished using the contact technique and data was acquired
with a 100-MHz sampling frequency.Nine bandpassfilters
were used,with 3-dB bandwidth of I MHz and rangingfrom
0.G9 MHz at frequency steps of 0.8 MHz. This range of
frequencyprovidesboth flaw and microstructure noisein all
nine bandpasschannels.The test signalswith different F,/C
ratios were obtainedby slightly shifting the transducerbeam
path away from the flaw position at different directions in
order to obtain a flaw-to-clutterratio about 0 dB (i.e., signal
has poor F/C ratio). The training processof the optimal
flaw detector was accomplishedby measuring the clutter
signal with and without flaw under the sameequipmentsetting.
An example of the output signal, from various signal
processingtechniquesfor an experimentalmeasurementis
displayedin Fig. 9. We repeatedtheseobservationsfor many
microstructure signals and results are shown in Table II.
Note that trials l-8 representthe signal from simple flaw
and trials 9 and 10 representthe signalfrom a complex target
(i.e., two adjacentflaws). Becauseof the poor performance
of polarity thresholding, the processed results for experiments are not included in Table II Isee Fig. 9(f) ]. Inspection ofTable II and Fig. 9 suggestthat the Bayesdetector can
improve the F,/C ratio significantly when compared to other
flaw enhancement algorithms. Furthermore, trials 9 and l0
given in Table II reveal that the presenceoftwo flaw echoes
falling within the resolution of the detection does not deteriorate the performance of the Bayes detector. Similar improvements in detection were observed using computer simulation of multiple flaw echoes,masked by different clutter
patterns.
Overall, the performance of Bayes classifier flaw detec'
tion is dependent on statistical differences between microstructure scattering and defects. Ifdefects are complex and,
more importantly, if their sizesare comparable to the wavelength and grains (e.g., microcracks surrounded by large
grains), the backscatteredsignalassociatedwith cracksmay
not exhibit any s[atistical differences when compared with
grain scattering, and, consequently, would go undetected.
On the other hand, defects are often larger than ultrasonic
wavelength and grain size, and will show statistical differences in their scattering echoes as a function of frequency
which will be detectedby the Baysianclassifier.The Baysian
method is particularly efective when the superposition of
Saniie€tal.: Ultrasonicflaw d€t€ction
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FIG. 9. A comparison of various signal processingoutputs for an experimental measurement;(a) original signal, (b) Bayesflaw detector, (c) averagedetector, (d) median detector, (e) minimum detector,and (f) polarity
detector.

grain echoesat certain instants of detection appear to be
larger than crack echoes.

v.coNcLustoNs
We have shown that a second-orderdiscriminant function can be usedfor flaw detectionin a situation where clutter echoesare highly dominating. Results show that for a
situation in which flaw-to-clutter echoesare about 0 dB and
direct visual inspectionis difficult, an enhancementas high

TABLE II. Flaw/clutter ratio enhancement of various processins tech_
niques using experimentalmeasurements.
Trial
No.

Bayes
detector

Average
detector

Median
detector

1.63
1.79
2.29
2.19
1 . 5I
l.9l
2.tl
1.89
l.60
1.58

1.56
t.40
1.57
t.27
l.l6

9
l0

2.54
7.51
7.06
5.02
4.82
4.83
3.08
2.98
5.25

Mean
SD

4.75
1.56

1.85
o.26

I
2
3

6
7
I
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as 15 dB can be obtained. Extensive computer simulations
and experimentsshow that the Bayesclassifieris one of the
bestflaw detectionalgorithms,especiallyfor a low signal-tonoise ratio signal when a finite number of observationsare
used. In computer simulation, we restricted the detection
processto the worst casein which the flaw echo covers the
samefrequencyrangewith respectto clutter signal.In practice, this may not be the caseas flaw echoesoften exhibit a
lower frequency band than that of the clutter echoes,and
this can be beneficial to the performance of the optimal
Bavesdetector.

+.J I

t,) I

1.66
1.32
1.25
111

1.38
0.l6

Minimum
detector
I tl

1.33
1.5
3
1.39
1.50
1.36
t.50
0.77
t.52
1.40
t.35
o.2l
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